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ELLE DECOR GOES TO PALM SPRINGS
This mecca of midcentury modernism offers pleasures beyond great architecture, with glamorous hotels,
sybaritic spas, and sensational shopping.
BY BETH LAPIDES
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D

riving into Palm Springs, California, one of the world's most sublime
time capsules of midcentury design, the <rst piece of architecture you
see is God's work. Or Mother Nature's, if you prefer: the San Jacinto

Mountains. It's these peaks—their grand scale, their nubbly, almost Brutalist
texture, and the fact that they wall the city oﬀ from the rest of the world—that
make all the magni<cently sleek architecture in Palm Springs possible.

Palm Springs was, most notably, a second home to Frank Sinatra, Elvis Presley, and
Bob Hope, maybe because the mountains were like a cosmic bodyguard or because
the stars in the breathtakingly clear night sky reminded them of themselves. Or
maybe just because Palm Springs is as far from Los Angeles as actors under studio c
ontract could drive and still be on call. But even in today's post-studio-system la
ndscape, boldface names like Tom Ford, Barbra Streisand, and Diane Keaton still
Rock to the snowbird-<lled oasis, which oﬀers instant privacy, laid-back glamour, a
nd access to a creative force <eld that isn't readily available in other glitzy
destinations.

You won't see a single white picket fence here. What you will <nd are whitepainted stone and steel walls framing private outdoor rooms. You'll also notice a
lack of eye-level front windows—the rooRine-hugging clerestory windows let light
in, keep the heat (and prying eyes) out, and oﬀer peerless views of blue sky and
palm-tree tops. You can actually get behind those privacy walls with
Michael Stern, coauthor of Julius Shulman: Palm Springs, who leads tours
of some of the city's most fabulous houses. "Europeans are always shocked that
people will let us walk through their homes," Stern says. "Especially
because the homeowners
owners are often there parties in New York, you see the living
room, the powder room, and maybe the kitchen. In California, houses are more
"open"—both to the elements and socially.
Indeed, there's something welcoming about these houses, especially the ones
featuring orange doors. The vibrant color may be an homage to the fruit that
grows in yards all around town, or maybe orange doors are popular because the
red door recommended by feng shui masters is just too hot a color for
a city where summer temperatures can Rirt with 120 degrees. Orange is
complimentary to blue, so it makes the sky pop. It's also the color connected to the sex
chakra. And Palm Springs is, on top of being a design haven, a sexy city.

